prominent attention. Who has not noticed the eager interest with which young and old watch the squares of coloured paper which float over the city at all hours of the day in great numbers, and seen the absorbing excitement with which the kite flyer manipulates his toy?rapidly winding and unwinding the slender cord, darting backwards and forwards as the kite dips or soars, unmindful of every object but this one ? When the flying of kites is practised on the maidan or on some grassy level of sufficient extent, there can be no objection whatever to the sport. On the contrary, it combines exercise and mild excitement, and is well suited to the capacity and inclination of the Bengali boy ; but when a crowded thoroughfare or house-top is selected as a playground, the consequences are often serious. Kites will sometimes refuse to mount, or, having mounted, they break loose or take a rapid and determined dive groundwards. In either case they are liable to startle a timid horse and cause an awkward shy or frantic bolt. Or the group of urchins flying and watching the flight of the kite, may run a serious risk of injury by being knocked or run over by a passing carriage.
So absorbed are they in their kite-flying, that the shouts and execrations of coachman and syces are unheeded, and they either rush into danger or make no effort to escape it. Broken heads and limbs, bruises and lacerations are the not infrequent consequence. Still worse dangers attend kite-flying on the flat house-tops or terraces of Calcutta?most of which are not provided with parapets of any height. The kite is launched, and ere it reaches an altitude where it meets with a steady strong breeze to sustain it, it encounters cross currents and calms, and it needs skilful manipulation to tide it over these. It fails to mount at starting, and in the eagerness to see where it has fallen, the flyer rushes forward, forgets where he is, and trips over the ledge. Or it soars bravely at first, and encountering a calm or cross wind, flags or dips. Jerking or winding is not enough to overcome the difficulty?a run backwards may do it, and this run backwards often ends in a fall backwards on to the street or road, or on to a lower housetop or terrace.
Numerous severe and many fatal injuries occur in this manner and from this cause in Calcutta. Not a week passes but boys are admitted into the Medical College Hospital with broken heads and limbs, and many pases doubtless occur which are not brought to hospital?some also which prove fatal on the spot. Kite-flying in thoroughfares and on house-tops is, in short, a nuisance and a danger, and should be put a stop to by police regulation. At any rate parents should prevent their boys from indulging this pastime under circumstances which involve risk to life and limb. To this end we would say?" Calcutta papers please copy,"
